Conclusions
Take photos—check your exposures—stay level—
keep accurate records—have fun!!
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Figure 10—Detailed view of the camera-with-altitude unit using a
paint pole rather than a monopod and hiking staffs.

camera and to the video in port on the miniature LCD
viewfinder. Turn the camera on and set it to receive
the wireless remote signal. Using the LCD viewfinder,
determine the appropriate tilt angle for the camera
and record the angle.
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shop design.

Specifications for an Inexpensive
Camera Elevation System
Extendable fiberglass paint pole
• Adjustable length: 8 to 13 ft
• Cost: about $35
Paint roller with plastic threaded handle and 5/16in outside diameter metal shank
• Cost: about $4
Male-to-female reducing standoff
• 3 ⁄8 -16 UNC with a 5 ⁄16 -18 UNC by 1-in-long, hex
reducing standoff
• Item No. 94402A140
• Cost: about $15
• Available from: McMaster-Carr at http://www.
mcmaster.com
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